
Octodad: Dadliest Catch

**About Octodad: Dadliest Catch**

In Octodad: Dadliest Catch, players control a quirky octopus that tries to hide its eight-armed

existence from its human family.

Octodad is a fun adventure in which you play the role of an octopus. The octopus not only indulges

in his eight-armed existence, but is also a loving father of a family. However, he hides his octopus

existence skillfully under a smart suit. Your job is to fool your family and hide your true existence

for as long as possible. However, since everyday things like putting on clothes or mowing lawns

are extremely complicated with tentacles, this can be quite a challenge. The game can be played

not only alone, but also with a friend in two-player co-op mode.

**Octodad: Dadliest Cash - Features:**

- Live an Octopus Life: In Octodad, you control a fun and stylish octopus that is facing a truly

difficult task. You're trying to hide your octopus existence behind a designer suit - even in front of

your human family. However, this can be quite difficult, because the numerous tentacles

complicate many everyday tasks such as donning, lawn mowing or preparing food. In story mode,

you are faced with a variety of tasks, both in the family and in the job. Only by skillfully controlling

your tentacles can you hide your true existence.

- Control your arms: The hardest thing in Octodad is undoubtedly the control of your tentacles. You

control these with the help of simple wiping and tapping movements. You can also choose

between two different control modes. One mode is for movement only, while the other mode is for

grasping and using objects.

- Different game modes: Octodad can be played not only alone, but also in two-player co-op mode.

Simply connect two devices with each other. Now, the tentacles of the Octopus’ can be controlled

separately by two players. You also have the option of starting a free game or two short missions

in the restaurant and hospital.

Conclusion: Octodad is a hilarious mobile game in which you slip into the role of a quirky and

elegant octopus. The game will certainly make you and your friends laughs because of its bizarre

story and its funny animations


